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Abstract

Mutations in the low density lipoprotein receptor gene (LDLR) cause familial hypercholesterolaemia (FH). The FH website (http://www.ucl.ac.uk/fh) has been updated to provide various functions enabling the analysis of the large number of LDLR mutations. To date, 683 LDLR mutations have been reported; of these 58.9% are missense mutations, 21.1% minor rearrangements, 13.5% major rearrangements and 6.6% splice site mutations. Of the 402 missense mutations, only 11.4% occurred at CpG sites. The majority of mutations were found in two functional domains, the ligand binding domain (42%) and the epidermal growth factor (EGF) precursor-like domain (47%). This report describes new features of the FH website and assesses the spectrum of mutations reported to date. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Familial hypercholesterolaemia (FH) is an autosomal dominant disorder with estimated frequencies of 1 in 500 and 1 in a million in most populations for heterozygotes and homozygotes respectively [1]. Mutations in the low-density lipoprotein receptor gene (LDLR) give rise to familial hypercholesterolaemia (FH). The gene is located on chromosome 19p13.1–13.3 [2], spans 45 kb and comprises of 18 exons and 17 introns that encode a mature protein of 839 amino acids [3]. The LDL-receptor is made up of six functional domains; the signal sequence, ligand binding domain, epidermal growth factor (EGF) precursor-like domain, O-linked sugar domain, transmembrane domain and the cytoplasmic domain [3]. In 1997, a FH website for LDLR mutations was established (http://www.ucl.ac.uk/fh) [4]. Originally, the database consisted of two core elements; a gene map and a mutation list. This report describes the updates, new features and evaluates the mutations found to date.

2. Familial hypercholesterolaemia website new and updated features

On accessing the database, the user is immediately taken to an introductory screen giving hypertext-linked access to other areas of the database, mutation database (table and gene map), major rearrangement database, polymorphism databases (description and incidence), haplotype databases, table of double mutants, table of founder gene effect mutations, tables of published LDLR oligonucleotides, and useful links and references.

The mutation database continues to exist in two formats, the gene map, which has proved very useful to our laboratory, and the mutation list. The gene map is an Oracle database and mutations are represented by an asterisk with a numbering system above the mutation site. Clicking on the mutation number, displays the information on that mutation which is listed in the mutation database. The mutation list has been refor-
matted into a Microsoft Access database (v7.0), which enables the user to download the file and run various search and sort functions. Information on each mutation is provided in a variety of fields: website identification code number, nucleotide base change and number, amino acid change and number, exon location, functional region, direct PCR-restriction enzyme assay (if reported or submitted to the website) with loss (−) or gain (+) of site indicated, trivial name, LDL-binding activity, mutation details (nucleotides involved in minor deletions or insertions and any details on where the protein is terminated), a comments field (where any additional information is noted, for example any frequency data or cellular studies), ethnic origins in which the mutation has been observed, and finally authors and references. The fields are now in a format where each entry can be searched, for example all the mutations observed in a particular population can be listed by sorting on the ethnic origin field, or all exon 4 mutations can be listed by sorting on the exon field.

Additional tables now exist, all in a Microsoft Access database format (v7.0), major rearrangements, polymorphism description and incidence, haplotype data, double mutants and founder gene effect mutations.

The major rearrangement (size >25bp) table has at present 92 mutations, ranging in size from a 37 bp deletion of exon 4 [5] to a >25 kb deletion of intron 11 to the 3’ flanking region (FH Catania) [6]. The boundaries of the major rearrangements, exons deleted or duplicated, size, breakpoints, protein region deleted or duplicated, functional class if determined, mutation identification number code (which refers to main mutation database), ethnic origin, LDL-binding activity, authors and referees.

The polymorphism description database is a small table listing the polymorphism identification number, location, variant (marker name or the particular enzyme that cuts one of the variants), sequence variants, nucleotide base number, original author and reference. The polymorphism incidence database has frequency data, heterozygosity (Hz) and polymorphism information content (PIC) values of the polymorphisms in normal and FH individuals from different ethnic groups, with the respective author and reference.

The haplotype database provides haplotype data reported on various mutations. This has been written in a format, which allows searching on particular polymorphic variants, the various haplotypes associated with a mutation and the haplotypes found in various ethnic groups. All the double mutants reported are listed in a database with the gene location, ethnic origin, number of cases, authors and references. The mutations that are present at a higher frequency due to a founder gene effect are listed in a database with the ethnic origins, authors and references again listed.

Tables of published LDLR oligonucleotides now exist, with the original two sets [1,7] also presented on the gene map. The other tables include a combination of oligonucleotides of these two sets, plus others that amplify at one annealing temperature and three sets of published oligonucleotides used in DGGE analysis [8–10]. The oligonucleotide tables include location, size of product and PCR and DGGE conditions.

3. Analysis of mutations

To date 683 unique mutations are found on the FH website, 592 (86.7%) involved 1–24 bp whilst 92 (13.5%) were major rearrangements >25 bp in size. A total of 45 (6.6%) splice site mutations have been reported, 144 (21.1%) minor rearrangements and 402 (58.9%) missense mutations. Only 46 of the 402 missense mutations occurred at CpG sites resulting in a frequency of 11.4%, similar to that reported in the study of 157 FH homozygotes and 13 heterozygotes, 15% [1]. The spectrum of mutations (excluding major rearrangements) is shown in Fig. 1, showing the high frequency of exon 4 mutations, in particular in repeat 5, that has been associated with a more severe phenotype [11]. Mutations in the ligand binding domain and the EGF precursor-like domain accounted for 42 and 47% of mutations respectively whilst only 3.4% of mutations were found in the cytoplasmic tail (3.2% exon 17 and 0.2% exon 18), 1.7% in the membrane-spanning domain and promoter and 1.4% in the O-linked sugars domain. As shown in Fig. 2, the major rearrangements are located throughout the gene although breakpoints are more common in introns 1–8 and introns 12–13 untranslated region, where Alu repeat sequences are found at a higher frequency [12].

4. Conclusion

New mutations can still be submitted to the FH website electronically, but now mutations not seen previously in a particular ethnic group and haplotype data can also be submitted. The information submitted is held until it can be reviewed appropriately and then the new mutations are added to the database. The inclusion of an e-mail address is essential for any queries and acceptance of the mutation, after review, to the database.

We believe that the database will continue to be of use to those studying FH to allow collection and collation of new mutations in the gene and to those who need access to information of mutations already found in the gene. Textual versions of all the tables (in comma separated form) are also available on request, for the benefit of those wishing to use other relational database
systems. Finally, notification of omissions and errors in
the current version and any ideas for improvement of
this website would be gratefully received by the data-
base curators, (e-mails found on the website acknowl-
edgement page).
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Fig. 1. The spectrum of unique mutations (excluding major rearrangements) \( (n=592) \) across the promoter and 18 exons of LDLR found in the
FH mutation database.

Fig. 2. Locations of LDLR major rearrangements. All deletions and insertions are shown except for three, a 37 bp deletion in exon 4 [5], a 87
bp deletion in exon 5 [13] and a 96 bp insertion of exon 9 [14]. Insertions are marked \( \nabla \). Sizes of the deletions and insertions are indicated above
the respective lines. Sizes are not drawn to scale.
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